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We present our femtosecond optical pump-probe studies of proximized ferromagnet-superconductor nano-
bilayers. The weak ferromagnetic nature of a thin NiCu film makes it possible to observe the dynamics of the
nonequilibrium carriers through the near-surface optical reflectivity change measurements. The subpicosecond
biexponential reflectivity decay has been identified as electron-phonon Debye and acoustic phonon relaxation
times, and the decay of Debye phonons versus temperature dependence was used to evaluate the electron-
phonon coupling constants for both the pure Nb and proximized Nb/NiCu heterostructures down to low
temperatures. We have also demonstrated that the NiCu overlay on top of Nb dramatically reduced the slow,
bolometric component of the photoresponse component, making such bilayers attractive for future radiation
detector applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous structures formed by a superconductor �S�
and a normal metal �N� in contact represent a new and in-
triguing research field.1,2 According to the physics of the
proximity effect,3 the two materials that form a S /N bilayer
influence each other on a spatial scale of the order of the
coherence lengths of the two layers �i.e., �S and �N, respec-
tively�. In the case of well-investigated bilayers such as
Nb/Al, Nb/Ta, and Ta/Al, their interfaces are highly trans-
parent �metallic�, and superconducting correlations are in-
duced in the normal metal since Cooper pairs can penetrate
there with a finite lifetime. The N material deposited on top
of the S film usually determines the physical properties of the
bilayer. If it is very thin, it acts as a thermometer for the
electron temperature Te of the underlying S layer, while it is
transparent to phonons.4 For thicker N overlayers, the carrier
and phonon distributions are coupled through suitable
boundary conditions at the interface and the interaction is
reflected on a spatial variation of the density of states �DoS�,
directly affecting the electron and phonon lifetimes, as ex-
tensively studied in Ref. 2. Unfortunately, the optical pen-
etration depth � at the 400–900 nm wavelength range �typi-
cal for optical experiments� for the materials used most often
for S /N bilayers is much smaller than either �S or �N. Thus,
the laser probe beam in, e.g., pump-probe experiments can
sense only the carrier dynamics of the top layer, far from the
interface where the actual proximity effect takes place. A
possible solution, presented in this work, is the implementa-
tion of a ferromagnet �F� as an N layer, forming F /S bilay-
ers. In such hybrid structures, the superconductor-order pa-
rameter decays over a distance of the order of a few
nanometers and can be modulated by a proper choice of the
magnetic exchange energy, e.g., via varying the thickness of
the F film, which can be made comparable to both � and �F.
In general, the coexistence of the S and F states is a very

interesting research theme with great potential in quantum
electronics �spintronics�,5 in particular, in phase-dependent
superconducting devices.6

The aim of this work is to perform time-resolved transient
pump-probe spectroscopy measurements to investigate the
behavior of proximized F /S nanobilayers below and above
the S film critical temperature Tc. In particular, we are inter-
ested in the electron-phonon relaxation time and the role of
proximity on the coupling constant in NiCu/Nb structures as
a function of both the temperature and the F film thickness.
Section II presents the basic concepts of the nonequilibrium
photoresponse of superconductors and its straightforward
physical interpretation. Section III describes the fabrication
of our F /S nanobilayer samples and presents the experimen-
tal pump-probe-spectroscopy setup used in our time-resolved
photoresponse measurements, while Sec. IV shows the re-
sults and discusses interpretation and modeling of our ex-
perimental data. Finally, Sec. V lists our conclusions.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM PHOTORESPONSE OF
SUPERCONDUCTORS

The advent of tunable femtosecond-pulsed lasers opened
new possibilities of directly studying fundamental, nonequi-
librium electronic processes such as electron-electron �e-e�
and electron-phonon �e–ph� interactions in various solid-
state materials, including superconductors, where the inter-
actions involve the electron condensate �Cooper pairs�, the
elementary excitations �quasiparticles�, and phonons.7 In par-
ticular, femtosecond, all-optical, pump-probe spectroscopy
has been demonstrated to be very useful in investigating the
time-resolved carrier dynamics and the phonon population
changes due to the e-ph scattering, as well as the other hot-
electron effects �e.g., Fermi energy smearing�.8 From the ap-
plied point of view, the nonequilibrium �nonbolometric� pro-
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cesses in superconductors9 can lead to the photoresponse
with subpicosecond time characteristics,10 opening possibili-
ties for the design of extremely energy-sensitive and ultrafast
devices for radiation detection.11

The time evolution of both the phonon and quasiparticle
distribution functions can be described by a system of
coupled microscopic kinetic equations.12 However, at T
�Tc and under weak perturbations, we can use the normal-
metal approach and assume that electrons and phonons are
described in terms of their energy distributions and assign
two different temperatures, Te and Tph, which characterize
their relevant subsystems. The nonequilibrium state can
therefore be described by a system of two coupled, differen-
tial, time-dependent, energy-balance equations13 commonly
referred to as the two-temperature �2-T� model.

Briefly, absorption of an ultrashort �typically �1 ps� laser
pulse produces in a superconducting film a nonequilibrium
state that involves electron and phonon dynamics. In the ini-
tial light-absorption phase, within the optical pulse duration,
Cooper pairs are broken, and highly excited electrons ther-
malize within a few femtoseconds through e-e interaction to
re-establish the Fermi distribution with an elevated Te, as
compared to the sample bath temperature Tb. Next, these
electrons relax, transferring their excess energy to the lattice
via e-ph interaction with �e-ph of the order of �1–10 ps. In
the early stages of relaxation, the electron–Debye-phonon
process is the most efficient, while later quasiparticles in a
superconductor interact predominantly with acoustic
phonons. Finally, phonons cool down by anharmonic decay
and/or heat transfer to the substrate. The latter process is
called the phonon-escape, and its duration �phonon-escape
time �es� varies from tens of picoseconds to nanoseconds and
even microseconds since it depends on the thickness of the
superconducting material and the thermal transmissivity of
the film-substrate interface.

The 2-T equations, describing the energy balance between
the quasiparticles and phonon subsystems, can be written as

Ce
dTe

dt
= �

Pin�t�
V

−
Ce

�e-ph
�Te − Tph� +

Cph

�ph-e
�Tph − Te� , �1�

Cph
dTph

dt
=

Ce

�e-ph
�Te − Tph� −

Cph

�ph-e
�Tph − Te� −

Cph

�es
�Tph − Tb� ,

�2�

where � is a radiation absorption coefficient, V is the volume
of the sample, Pin�t� is the incident optical power, and Ce and
Cph are the heat capacities of the electrons and phonons,
respectively. The reverse energy transfer from the phonon
subsystem to electrons is characterized by �ph-e
=�e-ph�Cph/Ce�. Under low-excitation approximation, the
temperature dependences of Ce and Cph can be neglected and
the e-ph relaxation time can be simplified as �e-ph=C /ge-ph,
where ge-ph is the e-ph coupling constant and 1/C=1/Ce
+1/Cph. Experimental determination of �e-ph and C allows
one to obtain ge-ph,

14 which carries fundamental information
about the e-ph characteristic energy.

The 2-T model is strictly applicable for superconductors
at temperatures close to Tc �low-perturbation level�, when the

superconductor energy gap is small and the nonlinear inter-
action of phonons with Cooper pairs �so-called phonon
bottleneck� described by the Rothwarf-Taylor �RT� model15

can be ignored. In fact, under the above approximations, the
linearized RT equations are formally identical to the 2-T
equations. Deviations of the Te and Tph due to both the Joule
power dissipated by the bias current and the absorbed radia-
tion power can also be neglected.

At low temperatures, in addition to the phonon-bottleneck
effect, we must take into account the renormalization of the
e-ph interaction �see, e.g., Ref. 16�, due to the presence of
so-called shake-off phonons, produced during the initial
phase of relaxation of very hot electrons. The above process
leads to an additional relaxation channel not considered in
the quasiparticle relaxation dynamics described by Eqs. �1�
and �2�. Highly energetic optical excitation leads to a transi-
tion of quasiparticles into an excited, very hot state, corre-
sponding to the energy E0��D, where �D is the Debye
energy. After the initial, femtosecond-in-duration e-e ther-
malization, the energy of quasiparticles decreases to the �D
level, and the most efficient mechanism for redistribution of
energy within the electron subsystem becomes the emission
of Debye phonons. The mean free path of those phonons is
very small, and they efficiently excite additional electrons
�break additional Cooper pairs�. The latter process is in the
subpicosecond range and lasts until the average electron en-
ergy in the avalanche decreases to approximately the super-
conductor energy gap. At this moment, the quasiparticles are
collected near the gap edge, and they relax down by recom-
bination with emission of thermal long-wave acoustic
phonons. A microscopic description of this multistage relax-
ation was proposed by Ovchinnikov and Kresin and by Ko-
zorev et al.17

Finally, the 2-T model neglects diffusion of electrons and
assumes that the effective temperatures remain uniform
within the whole sample. This means that the main mecha-
nism of electron cooling is represented by the e-ph transfer
rather than electron out-diffusion from the active area. The
latter will be applicable in our case, as the thickness of the
film is d=80 nm and the laser-spot diameter is �30 	m. The
electron thermal diffusion length in Nb can be estimated to
be Lth= �D�es�1/2�85 nm, assuming the diffusion coefficient
D=0.3 cm2/s �Ref. 18� and �es=4d / �
vs�=241 ps, where
the acoustic transmission probability has been assumed to be

=0.25 and the acoustic velocity is vs=5.32�103 m/s. Ne-
glecting diffusion means that electrons and phonons interact
mainly within the active volume; consequently, we expect no
significant temperature gradients nor temperature depen-
dence of decay times in the range of explored temperatures.

III. SAMPLE FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTATION

Thin films of Nb and NiCu alloy were deposited by using
two separate dc magnetron-sputtering systems. 60-nm-thick
Nb underlayers were sputtered at a base pressure of 1
�10−7 Torr on chemically cleaned glass substrates. The
sputtering power and the deposition rate were 750 W and
2.2 nm/s, respectively. Next, the samples were inserted into
the NiCu-dedicated system, where the Nb surfaces were first
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precleaned for 30 s using ion-beam etching at a rate of about
0.2 nm/s, and then coated with Ni0.52Cu0.48 overlayers with
thicknesses of 6 nm �sample C�, 12 nm �sample D�, and
21 nm �sample E� at a rate of 1.5 nm/s using a sputtering
power density of 10 W/cm2. Independently, two control
films, one of pure Nb �sample A� and the other of pure
Ni0.52Cu0.48 �sample B� with thicknesses of 60 nm and
50 nm, respectively, were deposited for reference experi-
ments. Low-temperature magnetization tests performed for
plain Ni0.52Cu0.48 films showed a Curie temperature of 30 K
and a spontaneous moment per atom 	0=0.06 	B / atom at
T=4.2 K.

Figure 1�a� shows a transmission electron microscope
�TEM� picture of sample C. We note that the Nb film is
polycrystalline, while the NiCu is either amorphous or poly-
crystalline with a grain size �1 nm. The NiCu/Nb interface
is almost atomically flat and very sharp. We expect that
samples D and E have F /S interfaces of the same quality.
The energy-dispersive x-ray �EDX� spectroscopy analysis
confirmed that the composition of the deposited NiCu alloy
was very close to the source target �point 1 in Fig. 1�a��,
although we observed a somewhat higher concentration of
Ni close to the F /S interface �points 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 1�a��
and a partial diffusion of the NiCu on the Nb side �point 5 in
Fig. 1�a��. The detailed compositions at indicated points, ex-
pressed in terms of atomic percentages of both Ni and Cu,
are listed in Fig. 1�b�.

Femtosecond pump-probe-spectroscopy experiments were
performed using a commercial, mode-locked Ti:sapphire la-
ser, which produced 100 fs pulses at an 810 nm wavelength
and a 76 MHz repetition rate. The pump and probe beams
were focused onto the sample, down �30 	m in diameter,
and cross polarized to eliminate coherent artifacts caused by
the interference of the two beams. The pump-probe average
power ratio was set at 10:1, after initial characterization was
performed at different pump powers to be sure of the absence
of any trivial thermal effects.19 The pump power of 30 mW
�average power: 400 pJ energy per pulse� was selected for
the bulk of our experiments as a value low enough to mini-
mize optical heating while ensuring good signal-to-noise ra-

tio. We estimate that under 30 mW of the pump power, the
temperature of the overall sample surface did not increase
more than 0.3–0.4 K.

The F /S samples were mounted on a cold finger �directly
facing the finger’s Cu surface with a 5-mm-diam hole� inside
a temperature-controlled, liquid-helium, continuous-flow op-
tical cryostat operating down to �5 K. The NiCu/Nb super-
conducting transition, measured by the constant-current
method, was Tc=8.9 K, which reflected the Tc of the bottom
�shunting� Nb layer and, indeed, corresponded to the Tc of
our pure Nb film �sample A�. The optical penetration depth at
810 nm wavelength for the Ni0.52Cu0.48 film �sample B� was
established to be �=10.6 nm by separately measuring the
optical transmissivities of a collection of NiCu films with
various thicknesses.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pump-probe studies were performed in reflection mode in
a temperature range between 4.8 and 11 K and at room tem-
perature �292 K�. Figure 2 presents the normalized reflectiv-
ity changes �R /R as a function of time, measured for
samples A–E at T=292 K �Fig. 2�a�� and T=6 K �Fig. 2�b��.
The wave forms shown in Fig. 2�b� are very representative
for all low-temperature measurements. In general, irrespec-
tive of temperature, all �R /R curves were very similar.
Within our experimental, 20-ps-wide time window, the pho-
toresponse signal for each sample exhibited an ultrafast rise,
limited by the pump-pulse width, followed by a biexponen-
tial decay with two characteristic times—the initial,
subpicosecond-in-duration fast relaxation time �fast and the

FIG. 1. A high-resolution TEM cross-sectional image of our
sample C. The EDX analysis was performed in five points shown in
�a� and the resulting compositions, expressed in terms of atomic
percentages of both Ni and Cu, are listed in �b�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Normalized reflectivity change �R /R as a
function of the time delay, measured for all of our tested samples.
�a� Room-temperature data; �b� T=6 K.
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second, slower relaxation time �slow of the order of a few
picoseconds.20 Finally, after the initial relaxation, we ob-
served a plateau that decayed on a hundreds-of-picosecond
time scale and clearly represented the bolometric phonon es-
cape. Since the signal amplitude depended on the pump-
pulse width and amplitude, we normalized amplitudes of all
measured wave forms to avoid any dependence on spurious
surface effects.

Using a simple fitting formula with two exponential de-
pendencies for the decay part of the signal �thin solid lines in
Fig. 2�, we extracted the �fast and �slow values from all of our
experimental data sets and plotted them as a function of tem-
perature in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, respectively. We note that our
fits are extremely good. In Fig. 3�a�, the low-temperature �fast
varies overall between �0.18 ps �sample A� to �0.32 ps
�samples D and E�, but for each sample, the dependence is
rather flat and no special features can be observed. The
room-temperature �fast values are measurably longer with
�fast for pure Nb �sample A� being more than twice that of the
averaged low-temperature value. The �slow time, shown in
Fig. 3�b�, varies from �2.5 ps �sample A� to �5.2 ps
�sample D� in the entire temperature range. In the �slow �T�
case, we observe a rich structure with peak magnitudes well
above our experimental error level, but we were unable to
associate those features with any expected temperature de-
pendences such as, e.g., divergence corresponding to the Tc
of the F /S bilayer.

The focus in this paper was placed on the �fast and �slow
processes, since we associate them with the dynamics of the
e-ph relaxation, where �fast and �slow represent scattering on
the Debye and acoustic phonons, respectively. Simulta-
neously, we note that the plateau level depends very strongly

on the thickness of the NiCu overlayer. The plateau is the
most pronounced for the pure Nb film �sample A, Fig. 2� and
is completely missing in the pure NiCu case �sample B, Fig.
2�a��. The latter behavior shows that, while in pure Nb films
the photon escape mechanism appears to be conducted
through the Nb-glass interface, in NiCu films, it is dominated
by the ultrafast anharmonic phonon decay. Consequently, in
our F /S bilayers, the optical response is weighted by the
ratio of the thicknesses of the NiCu and Nb layers within the
optical penetration depth. Obviously, the strongly suppressed
bolometric plateau in F /S bilayers makes them very attrac-
tive for fast optical superconducting detectors.

The absence of any discontinuities in the electron–
acoustic-phonon relaxation �slow�T� dependence near Tc de-
serves some comments, since one might expect a divergence
when approaching the transition from the superconducting to
normal state. We need to stress that our result is in agreement
with experiments reported in Ref. 14, where no divergence at
Tc was observed in pump-probe studies of Nb. The apparent
reason is that the jump in the electron heat capacity at Tc in
Nb is not very pronounced.21 In addition, according to a
semiquantitative approach proposed by Zaitlin,22 the proxim-
ity effect in S /N bilayers further smears out any such jump
with respect to the pure superconductor case. The latter fact
is known from a theory of multiband �or anisotropic�
superconductivity.23 Mathematically, the S /N �or S /F� prox-
imity bilayers are equivalent to a two-band superconductor:
in the proximity effect, the two order parameters are coupled
in a real space, while in the multiband system, they are
coupled in the momentum space.

We also stress that absorption of high-energy photons �for
Nb, �EF� leads to unbalanced populations of the hole- and
electron-like branches of the system DoS. As a consequence,
the scattering time, which describes the relaxation to equilib-
rium, renormalizes the electron scattering time as �Q
=�e�Te /��, where �e is the relaxation time and � the super-
conducting energy gap. In the case of Nb, the ratio kBTe /� is
expected to be much larger than 1, and hence �Q��e. This
means that gap opening should occur at relaxation times
much longer that those studied in our pump-probe experi-
ments.

According to the proximity model for the F /S bilayer
proposed in Ref. 24 and on the basis of our earlier investi-
gations of Ni0.50Cu0.50/Nb bilayers,25 we have evaluated �S
=12 nm and �F=24 nm. Moreover, we numerically calcu-
lated the energy dependence of the local DoS at any position
with respect to the F /S interface, as well as on both sides of
the bilayer. The knowledge of DoS �Fig. 4� was used to
obtain the Ce values for our bilayers and Nb at the tempera-
ture T=6.5 K �selected as, approximately, the midpoint of
our experimental data� using the general �integral form� ex-
pression of Ref. 26. The results are listed in Table I. Simul-
taneously, the lattice contribution to C was calculated ac-
cording to the basic Cph=�T3 law, where the coefficient � in
the bilayer was obtained by averaging ��Nb� and ��NiCu�
�Ref. 27� with the layer thicknesses normalized to the optical
penetration depth as weights. Both the values of � and the
resulting Cph at 6.5 K are listed in Table I.

The �R /R transients shown in Fig. 2 allowed us to esti-
mate the peak temperatures for both the electrons and

FIG. 3. �Color online� Temperature dependences of the �a� fast
and �b� slow relaxation times extracted from the �R /R data ob-
tained for all of our NiCu/Nb bilayers and for the pure Nb film.
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phonons by assuming that the Te /Tph ratio was proportional
to the �R /R amplitude-to-plateau ratio. The data for Nb
were analyzed by following Ref. 7 for metals, and we ob-
tained Te=450 K and Tph=311 K, leading to the average
temperature Tav=380 K and, hence, Tav/�fast=9�1014 K/s.
The latter value was needed to calculate the spectral depen-
dence of the second momentum of the Eliashberg function
�eff��2�=2	0

�d��2F����
��kB /3h��Tav/�e-ph�, equal to
324 meV2, and it turned out to be in agreement with previous
reports.28 The situation is clearly more complicated for the
proximized bilayers, since our �R /R experiments clearly
show that the Te /Tph ratio quickly increases with the increase
of the NiCu overlayer thickness. For sample E, which exhib-
its the lowest bolometric plateau and, thus, represents the
most promising F /S composition toward detection experi-
ments, the estimated Tav is as high as �1500 K and, conse-
quently, �eff��2��1300 meV, a value much larger than that
found for ordinary metals.28 Clearly, a thin NiCu overlayer
on top of Nb plays a very effective active role, leading to the
very high transient values of Te and resulting in ultrafast
photoresponse. This latter feature is extremely important to-
ward achievement of ultrafast photodetectors with well-
controlled �engineered�, superconducting-state electronic re-
sponse times.

The estimation of ge-ph using our experimental values of
�fast as �e-ph has been successfully obtained for the room-

temperature data. On the other hand, the value for ge-ph �see
Table I� is in good agreement with the prediction in Ref. 29
at T=4.2 K. The change in ge-ph observed as a function of the
NiCu thickness clearly points to a role of the proximity effect
through the DoS modification for F /S bilayers and, conse-
quently, its influence on Ce.

The initial stage of relaxation, represented by �fast, corre-
sponds �according to formalism in Ref. 17� to quasiparticle
interaction with Debye phonons and the relaxation time can
be approximated as �
� /��D, where � is the electron-
phonon constant. The experimental determination of the
electron fast relaxation time through the reflectivity measure-
ments allowed us to estimate the values of � in our bilayers
at low temperatures. Assuming �D �Nb�=276 K
=22.1 meV and �D �Ni0.48Cu0.52�=321 K=26.8 meV �Ref.
30�, we obtain �Nb=1.03 and �Nb/NiCu=0.50 in the two lim-
iting cases of samples A and D, respectively. The value ob-
tained for Nb is in quite good agreement with the similar
determinations reported in Ref. 28. It is clear that the pres-
ence of a thin proximized F layer on top of the supercon-
ducting film produced a measurable difference in the e-ph
relaxation processes, resulting in a higher effective electron
temperature as demonstrated by the �R /R measurements.
We know that � should depend mainly on the phonon mode
spectrum and the e-ph matrix element, but, nevertheless, the
proximity effect plays a significant role by introducing an-
other scattering channel as suggested by the similarity with
the two-gap model.20

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed comprehensive femtosecond optical
pump-probe measurements of proximized F /S bilayers
formed by a ferromagnet �Ni0.52Cu0.48� and a superconductor
�Nb�. The weak ferromagnetic nature of NiCu makes it pos-
sible to observe the nonequilibrium electron dynamics
through the near surface via time-resolved �R /R measure-
ments. The fast component of the �R /R decay was identified
as the Debye e-ph relaxation time, and its temperature de-
pendence was used to evaluate the e-ph coupling constant
ge-ph in our proximized F /S heterostructures by calculating
the DoS functions for the tested bilayers. In the case of the
pure Nb and for the thick �21 nm� F bilayer, we derived the
value of the second momentum of the Eliashberg phonon
spectrum �eff ��2� from our experiments. In the case of Nb,
the agreement with available data in literature is satisfactory
also in terms of the e-ph constant �, thus confirming the
validity of our approach. The results for a NiCu �21 nm� /Nb
�60 nm� sample indicate a very strong reduction of the slow
phonon-escape mechanism, due to the presence of a ferro-
magnetic layer on top of the surface of a superconductor and
the apparent ultrafast, anharmonic acoustic phonon relax-
ation within the F /S interface. The latter feature can be suc-
cessfully used for future development of custom-made,
F /S-type ultrafast superconducting optical detectors.
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